
BRAND GUIDELINES



Bold, solid, and with a dash of whimsy, the new PRPS logo embodies all that the organization stands for 
and provides an official endorsement of its often-used acronym. The lightheartedness and fun of parks 

and recreation is infused throughout the overall look and design, but is balanced by a sophisticated color 
palette and a visual weight that provides the necessary gravity positioning PRPS as a trusted authority. 

The simple, unfussy design allows the PRPS to become recognizable as an icon and provides a grounding 
element for a consistent logo system across the various districts and branches that fall within the society. 
This unified approach helps to strengthen both the individual branches and districts as well as the society 

as a whole by presenting a consistent face internally and to the outside world. 

LOGO



The Pennsylvania Recreation and Parks Society brand is made up of a system of logos that include a main 
program logo and seven supporting marks for each distinct Branch and District. When referring to the 

program as a whole, the primary  logo is the appropriate logo form. On materials that are unique to a single 
partner group, the appropriate secondary logo may be used. 

LOGO FORMATS

PRIMARY LOGO

AQUATICS BRANCH

Park RESources Branch

THERAPEUTIC RECREATION BRANCH

District TWo

District ONE

District Three

Community Branch

STATE PARK BRANCH

SECONDARY LOGOS



Several logo files have been provided for you. For each logo type , there  are .ai and .eps files (optimized 
for print use) .jpeg file (optimized for digital use), and .png file (optimized for digital use with transparent 

background). Below are some tips and instructions for logo usage to maintain brand consistency. 

SCALING The .ai logo files can be enlarged or shrunk as much 
as you need - but always be sure to maintain the original 
proportions, like this: 

not like this:

COLORING Knocked out (all white) versions of the logo are available 
for all logo treatments. These may be used on top of photography or 
solid color backgrounds, as long as the logo is readable. 

Recoloring of the logo - whether in branded colors or otherwise is not permitted.

LOGO USAGE



Using a consistent fonts and color palette is an easy way to create consistency  
throughout your marketing communications.

NOUGAT IS BEST FOR 
BIG HEADLINES.

WE USE TWO FONTS FOR BODY COPY AND LARGER 
BLOCKS OF TEXT. WESTMEATH IS AN ALL-CAPS SANS 
SERIF FONT THAT COMES IN TWO STYLES. WE USE 
THE REGULAR VERSION AS THE PRIMARY STYLE. 

WESTMEATH REGULAR

WESTMEATH ITALIC

American Typewriter is a serif font that 
comes in several weights and styles. We use 
the Regular version as the primary weight. 

American Typewriter - Light

American Typewriter - Regular

American Typewriter - Bold

FONTS



The PRPS color palette is a fresh, energetic interpretation of colors found in nature.

C: 80  M: 51   Y: 42  K: 17 
R: 60  G: 100  B: 116 
PMS 5473U 
Hex Code: #3C6474

C: 11  M: 1   Y: 44  K: 0 
R: 230  G: 233  B: 165 
PMS 609U 
Hex Code: #E6E9A5

C: 62  M: 40   Y: 99  K: 25 
R: 94  G: 108  B: 48 
PMS 370U 
Hex Code: #5E6C30

C: 14  M: 45   Y: 96  K: 1 
R: 217  G: 148  B: 49 
PMS 124U 
Hex Code: #D99431

C: 30  M: 76   Y: 100  K: 27 
R: 141  G: 70  B: 32 
PMS 484U 
Hex Code: #8D4620

C: 77  M: 45   Y: 91  K: 47 
R: 45  G: 76  B: 42 
PMS 3425U 
Hex Code: #2D4C2A

COLOR PALETTE



DESIGN SAMPLE



DESIGN SAMPLE




